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FINDINGS 
 

1. Dan Rich is the owner of a vested right to domestic use of water in Clark County, 

hereinafter CA 2-5. 

2. CA 2-5 was issued by the division of water resources on August 22, 1997. 

3. Mr. Rich filed a written complaint of water right impairment with the division of 

water resources on January 19, 2006. 

4. The source of water for CA 2-5, hereinafter Natural Flow, includes the streamflow in 

Bluff Creek as it enters and flows through Mr. Rich’s property, notwithstanding the 

depletions caused by diversions which are junior in right to CA 2-5.   

5. CA 2-5 is authorized for a quantity of 418,000 gallons, which is 1.283 acre feet, per 

year of Natural Flow when combined with the use of water, if any, authorized by vested 

water right CA 1-5, which is also owned by Mr. Rich.  

6. The division of water resources is unaware of any records of streamflow or 

groundwater levels in or near Bluff Creek on Mr. Rich’s property that would inform us of 

hydrological conditions before the nearby irrigation wells, Water Right File Nos. 2875 and 

16,860 and the nearby feedlot supply well, Water Right File No. 39,368 (together “nearby 

junior wells”) were put into service. 

7. Depth to water measurements and nearby pumping rates, times, and quantities have 

been collected from time to time by the division of water resources since 1992 from several 

sites in and near Bluff Creek as it runs through Mr. Rich’s property.  

8. From these data, division staff have derived hydrologic parameters and have 

employed widely accepted methods to simulate the effects of nearby well pumping on the 

Natural Flow.  See the Technical Report attached hereto. 

9. The aforementioned simulations conducted by division of water resources staff show 

that the pumping of the nearby junior wells annually depletes the Natural Flow in Bluff 

Creek on Mr. Rich’s property in amounts greater than is authorized by CA 2-5. These effects 

are confined to the eastern portion of Mr. Rich’s property.   

10. The aforementioned simulations also show that nearby pumping wells contribute to 

the depletion of the Natural Flows in the following fractions: 

a. File 2875 is responsible for 34/100. 

b. File 39,368 is responsible for 46/100.  

c. File 16,860 is responsible for 20/100.  
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11. To the extent that the depletions to Natural Flows which are caused by nearby well 

pumping prevent CA 2-5 from being fully exercised, such depletions are in contravention to 

K.S.A. 82a-706b which states in part that;  

“It shall be unlawful for any person to prevent, by diversion or otherwise, any waters 

of this state from moving to a person having a prior right to use the same…” 

12. CA 2-5 is being impaired by the pumping of nearby wells. 

13. K.S.A. 82a-706 states that: 

“The chief engineer shall enforce and administer the laws of this state pertaining to 

the beneficial use of water and shall control, conserve, regulate, allot and aid in the 

distribution of the water resources of the state for the benefits and beneficial uses of all of 

its inhabitants in accordance with the rights of priority of appropriation.” 

14. Because CA 2-5 has been found to be impaired, Mr. Rich may request, by properly 

completing a “request to secure water” on a form prescribed by the agency, that the agency 

act to protect CA 2-5 from impairment.  

15. However, because curtailing the pumping of the junior appropriators will not produce 

streamflow in a reasonable amount of time, it is not feasible to restore the Natural 

Flows in time, location, and amount by curtailing nearby pumping. 

16. Likely remedies to the impairment of CA 2-5 include: 

a. Ordering that a well of reasonable quality, capacity, and location, as 

determined by the chief engineer, be drilled on Mr. Rich’s property for Mr. 

Rich’s use and at the expense of the impairing water right owners and/or 

operators.  Such well would be authorized by CA 2-5 and would be limited such 

that its operation in combination with the operation of CA 1-5 and any 

diversions of Natural Flows shall not exceed 1.283 acre-feet per year. 

b. Ordering that the impairing water right otherwise make water available to Mr. 

Rich at a time and location that is reasonable for his use as determined by the 

chief engineer, and in a quantity of at least 1.283 acre-feet per year. 

c. Any other arrangement consented to by Mr. Rich and the owners and/or 

operators of the impairing water rights and approved by the chief engineer. 
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SUMMARY 

 

Danny Rich, owner and operator of a ranch in Clark County and vested Water Right, File 

No. CA 2-5 filed a written complaint of water right impairment received at the Stafford Field 

Office of the Division of Water Resources on January 19, 2006. (Attachment 1)  The primary 

source of water for his cattle is water in Bluff Creek.  Water in Bluff Creek originates from either 

runoff or groundwater intersecting streambed.  When water stops flowing in Bluff Creek cattle 

rely on remaining pools of water in Bluff Creek or water trickling near the pools that are part of 

the groundwater intersecting the streambed of Bluff Creek.  Mr. Rich claims that the neighboring 

feedlot supply well of Ashland Feeders and the neighboring irrigation wells of Philip Harden 

deplete water in Bluff Creek when they pump leaving no water for his cattle.  Senior vested 

Water Right, File No. CA 2-5 is a surface water right that begins at the west property fence 

across Bluff Creek and ends where Bluff Creek exits the property at the highway 34 bridge.  

(Figure 1)  The feedlot supply well and the two irrigation wells mentioned above are junior in 

water right priority to CA 2-5. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Bluff Creek from property fence to highway 34 bridge with nearby wells and monitoring sites. 

 

2002 photo 

 Two irrigation wells and feedlot supply well 

Observation well 

Lower Bluff Creek sensor 

Upper Bluff Creek sensor 
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Continuous data collection began on July 18, 2007 at an observation well located on Dan 

Rich’s property.  When the data collection instruments were installed, the water level was about 

40 feet from the top of the observation well and water was flowing in Bluff Creek.  The 

observation well is located about 120 feet from the neighboring west irrigation well (2875) and 

about 1,400 feet from the feedlot supply well (39,368). When the irrigation well turns on and 

shuts off, the water level at the observation well changes quickly.  A data logger at the 

observation well records the water level at 30 minute intervals and so monitors when the 

irrigation well pumping starts and stops.  The feedlot supply well pumps on and off daily but the 

water level change at the observation well is more gradual and to a lesser degree due to the 

greater distance from the observation well.  Additional water level monitoring equipment was 

installed in the streambed of Bluff Creek in March of 2011during a time when there was no 

water flowing in Bluff Creek.  One water level sensor was installed about 700 feet from the west 

irrigation well (2875) and about 16.5 feet below Bluff Creek streambed.  From April to August 

2011 the water level declined while the irrigation well was pumping on and off, except for part 

of May and June when the irrigation well (2875) was off for a period of time and the water level 

increased.  The water level declined below the sensor depth in August.  Another sensor was 

installed in upper Bluff Creek near the property fence about 4,500 feet from the irrigation well  

(2875) and about the same distance from the feedlot supply well (39,368). The sensor depth was 

about 5.4 feet below streambed and the water level declined to near the end of October and then 

increased.  The drawdown was less than at the downstream site due to the greater distance from 

the pumping wells. 

 

Analysis of the water level and pumping data collected indicates that pumping the 

neighboring irrigation wells (2875 and 16,860) and feedlot supply (39,368) well (together 

“nearby junior wells”) directly reduces the water level of Bluff Creek near streambed and 

depletes water available for Dan Rich’s senior water right.  When there is no flow of water in 

Bluff Creek, but pools of water or water trickling is available for his livestock, pumping of the 

nearby junior wells reduces the water level near the streambed causing the trickling water or 

pools of water available for CA 2-5, and thereby Dan Rich’s cattle, to go dry.  When Mr. Rich 

digs watering holes to access water in Bluff Creek that has been depleted by the pumping of the 

nearby junior wells, continued pumping of the nearby junior wells appears to reduce the water 

level in the watering holes by as much as 3 feet.   

 

MONITORING SITES 

 

Monitoring equipment was installed in March of 2011 in, 1) a small pool of water at an 

apparent seep or possible spring near the confluence of Granger Creek and Bluff Creek, 2) an old 

domestic well (Water Right, File No. CA 1.5 – Daily place by the highway), 3) the off stream 

groundwater pond (Water Right, File No. 8294.01), and 4) a lawn and garden well next to the off 

stream groundwater pond.  (Figure 2) 
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Figure 2 – Groundwater monitoring sites not used in this investigation shown in orange. 

 

The off-stream groundwater pond Water Right, File No. 8294-01, the adjacent lawn and 

garden well, and the old domestic well Water Right, File No. CA1-5 are not subjects of this 

investigation.  The groundwater pond and adjacent lawn and garden well are near an aquifer 

boundary condition.  Mr. Rich found that the water from the lawn and garden well is not suitable 

for drinking water so it is primarily used for cleaning.  CA1-5 had approximately two feet of 

water in it in March, 2011, but the water level dropped below the sensor depth in July, 2011 

 

During periods when there was no flow in Bluff Creek, Mr. Rich found it necessary to 

dig watering holes (stockwatering holes) in the strembed of Bluff Creek to access water along his 

pastures for his cattle.  The upper stockwatering hole is nearly 1/4 mile downstream of the upper 

Bluff Creek monitoring site, the middle stockwatering hole is about 1/6 mile farther downstream, 

and the lower stockwatering hole is about 1/8 mile upstream of the lower Bluff Creek site. 

(Figure 3)  
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Figure 3 – 2002 photo showing 2011 monitoring sites, three dug water holes, and nearby wells. 
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WELL DRILLER LOGS 

 

There are only four well driller logs available for the impairment investigation area.  

Figure 4 shows the locations of the wells with driller logs in orange.  

 

 
Figure 4 – Four well driller logs available for impairment investigation area are shown in orange.  

 

Copies of the well logs are in Attachments 9, 10, 11 and 12.  Figures 5 and 6 are 

lithographic logs interpreted from the well log data.  
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Figure 5 shows lithographic logs of the four well driller logs according to approximate 

elevations and water levels reported by the driller when the wells were drilled.  The year each 

well was drilled is shown with the well description. 

 

 
Figure 5 – Lithographic logs of well driller logs with water levels when drilled. 
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Figure 6 shows lithographic logs for the four area well logs and shows the approximate 

relative water level measurement ranges taken at the observation well in 2011 and at the upper 

and lower Bluff Creek monitoring sites.  Measurements were taken for only part of the year in 

2011 at the sites.  A well driller log is not available for the observation well but the well depth to 

“red beds” is know as well as the well screen length and placement. 
 

 

 
Figure 6 – Lithographic logs of well driller logs with observation well and Bluff Creek upper and lower 

monitoring sites range of water level measurements in 2011. 
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COLLECTION OF WATER LEVEL DATA 

 

Water levels at the Dan Rich observation well (obsDanRich) near the west irrigation (2875) 

well were recorded from July 18, 2007 to September 16, 2009, from June 22, 2010 to December 

21, 2010, from May 25, 2011 to June 11, 2011, and from July 12, 2011 to June 16, 2012.  Water 

levels at 2875 were taken 3 or 4 times a year in 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009.  When 2875 was 

not pumping, the recovered water levels were about the same water levels as the recovered levels 

in the observation well. The non-pumping water levels at 2875 in 2006 and the first measurement 

in 2007 were in the range of water levels recorded in late 2010 and 2011at the observation well 

suggesting that Bluff Creek conditions in 2006, the year the complaint was filed, were similar to 

those in 2011.  (Figure 7) 

 

 
Figure 7 – Irrigation well and observation well about the same recovered water levels when measured at same 

times in 2007, 2008, and 2009.  Irrigation well levels in 2006 and April 2007 in the same range of observation 

well recovered levels in late 2010 and 2011.   

 

When 2875 is pumping, the water level in the observation well draws down thereby 

indicating when 2875 is pumping or not pumping.  Water meter readings indicate the volume of 

water pumped.  Pumping rates are known from the volume of water pumped and the pumping 

time.  Analysis of drawdown data at the observation well can also be used to determine aquifer 

properties.  From this information drawdowns at other locations due to pumping wells can be 

estimated.  

Other water level data was collected using pressure transducers and data loggers starting in 

March of 2011.  Water level sensors were installed along Bluff Creek to monitor the water level 
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for CA 2-5.  The downstream location was about 16.5 feet below streambed, 701 feet from the 

west irrigation well and 1,814 feet from the feedlot supply well. The upstream location was near 

the Dan Rich property fence about 5.4 feet below streambed, 4,486 feet from the west irrigation 

well and 4, 449 feet from the feedlot supply well. (Figure 1) 

Observations of streamflow in Bluff Creek were made by Division of Water Resources 

personnel on July 18, 2007 when the water level sensor was installed at the observation well and 

on March 12, 2008 when data was downloaded.  On these dates water was observed flowing in 

Bluff Creek on the downstream end of the Dan Rich property at the highway 34 bridge.  This 

was more than a year after the impairment complaint was filed but not long after flooding 

occurred in the spring of 2007.  On July 18, 2007 the water level in the observation well 

measured 39.93 feet to water from the top of the observation well and on March 12, 2008 the 

depth to water was 39.23 feet.  Water levels in the observation well were much deeper for most 

other times the observation well was working.  (Figure 8) 

 

 
Figure 8 – Daily values of depth to water at observation well (obsDanRich) located about 120 feet from the 

west irrigation well and about 590 feet from Bluff Creek 
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On March 23, 2011 the water level sensor was installed about 16.5 feet below the dry 

streambed of lower Bluff Creek.  The water level declined while 2875 pumped on and off until 

the water level dropped below the sensor in August.  (Figure 9) 

 

 
Figure 9 – Daily values of depth to water at observation well (obsDanRich) and water level in streambed of 

Bluff Creek until water level dropped below sensor. 

 

The water level in lower Bluff Creek was likely between 1 and 2 feet above streambed 

when water was observed flowing on July 18, 2007 and March 12, 2008.  The water level was 

about 11 feet below streambed when the sensor was installed on March 23, 2011 and dropped to 

deeper than 16.5 feet by August 20.  (Figure 10) 

 

 
Figure 10 – Daily values of depth to water at observation well (obsDanRich) and water level in streambed of 

Bluff Creek until water level was drawn-down below sensor. 
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The water level in lower Bluff Creek was only monitored from March 23, 2011 to August 

20, 2011 when the water level was drawn down below the sensor by nearby well pumping.  The 

well 2875, located about 700 feet from the lower Bluff Creek sensor, was observed pumping 627 

gallons per minute on May 11, 2011.  The water level data shows that the water level declined at 

the lower Bluff Creek site while 2875 was pumping and the water level did not decline during 

the period from May 25 to June 11 when the irrigation well was not pumping.  The water level 

monitoring equipment in the observation well near 2875 was not working for a time after June 

11, 2011.  After the observation well was repaired on July 12, 2011, it was observed again that 

the decline in water level in lower Bluff Creek correlated with the pumping at 2875. (Figure 11) 

 

 
Figure 11 – Daily values of depth to water at observation well (obsDanRich) and water level in streambed of 

Bluff Creek while nearby irrigation well was known to be pumping or not pumping. 
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The water level sensors at the observation well and in lower Bluff Creek collect data at 

30 minute intervals.  From this data the drawdowns at the observation well show 2875 pumping 

on and off during the period from July 12 to August 20 when the water level in lower Bluff 

Creek was drawn down below the sensor depth.  (Figure 12) 

 

 
Figure 12 – Continuous 30 minute readings at observation well and lower Bluff Creek showing irrigation well 

pumping on and off and causing decline in water level in lower Bluff Creek. 
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The upper Bluff Creek sensor was located near the upstream property fence.  It was 

installed on March 22, 2011 to a depth of about 5.4 feet below streambed and the water level was 

about 1.4 feet below streambed.  Primarily due to the distance from the pumping wells the water 

level did not drawdown below the sensor and the decline was not as much as lower Bluff Creek.  

(Figure 13) 

 

 
Figure 13 – Depth to water at lower Bluff Creek near irrigation well pumping until water level was drawn 

below the sensor and at upper Bluff Creek at a much greater distance from pumping wells. 
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When the nearby observation well was working it could be seen how pumping of 2875 

lowered the water level at the nearby lower Bluff Creek site and the more distant upper Bluff 

Creek site. (Figure 14) 

 

 
Figure 14 – Depth to water at Bluff Creek sites and observation well. 

 

There was a pool of water about 0.35 feet deep at the mid Bluff Creek site near the 

confluence of Granger Creek and Bluff Creek when a water level sensor was installed to a depth 

of about 4 feet below ground in March 2011.  The pool appeared to be a seep, however, it is 

possible that it may be a flowing or trickle spring, but groundwater pumping prevents more water 

from discharging at that point. The water level of the pool or seep declined and eventually 

became dry.  According to the sensor installed below ground the decline from March to May was 

about 0.2 feet greater than the decline at the upper Bluff Creek site that is farther away from 

pumping wells. The sensor became plugged with silt-clay making the data questionable until it 

was repaired in May of 2012.  It is possible that the sensor became partially plugged sometime in 

May 2011.  After the sensor was repaired in May of 2012 the decline at mid Bluff Creek site was 

about 0.4 feet greater than at the upper Bluff Creek site due to the distance from the pumping 

wells. (Figure 15) 
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Figure 15 – Groundwater may have caused 0.2 feet greater decline at mid Bluff Creek site March to May 

2001 and 0.4 feet greater decline May and June 2012 after sensor was repaired. 
 

ANALYSIS OF WATER LEVEL DATA 

 

 Observation well data for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 was analyzed to determine 

aquifer properties in the vicinity of the nearby junior wells.  Due to the observation well being 

located close to 2875, the drawdown and relativly quick recovery periods show when 2875 turns 

on and pumps water then turns off.  (Figures 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20) 

 

 
Figure 16 – 2007 depth to water data at observation well located near west irrigation well. 
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 Bluff Creek was observed flowing when the depth to water from the top of the 

observation well was about 40 feet in July of 2007.  Bluff Creek conditions at the end of 2007 

and early in 2008 also appeared to be flowing due to the observation well recovering to the 40 

feet level.  In March of 2008 Bluff Creek was observed flowing but late in 2008 it was observed 

dry.  Late in 2008 the water level did not return to 40 feet at the observation well.  

 

 
Figure 17 – 2008 depth to water data at observation well located near west irrigation well. 
 

 The first part of 2009 it appears that Bluff Creek may have been flowing due to the strong 

recovery at the observation well during April and May until the 40 feet depth to water was 

reached. Declines then occurred even when 2875 was not pumping suggesting no flow 

conditions of  Bluff Creek while the feedlot supply well (39,368) was pumping.  

 

 
Figure 18 – 2009 depth to water data at observation well located near west irrigation well. 
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 In 2010 the irrigation well 2875 was operated such that the groundwater water level was 

drawn down to 2006 levels during dry conditions in Bluff Creek.  The July non-pumping level of 

41 feet to water was only about one foot below previous observed stream flow level of 40 feet 

but by the end of 2010 the level of 46 feet to water was 6 feet below stream flow level.  

 

 
Figure 19 – 2010 depth to water data at observation well located near west irrigation well. 

 

 In 2011 the June non-pumping level was 48 feet to water and 8 feet below previous 

observed stream flowing level of 40 feet to water.  This was the deepest pre-irrigation level 

observed since the complaint was filed.  Nearly continuous on-off irrigation well pumping during 

July, August, and September lowered the water level to the deepest levels measured.  The 

pumping level of about 59 feet to water was about 19 feet below the previously observed stream 

flow level and by the end of the year recovered to about 54 feet deep or about 14 feet below 

observed stream flow level.  

 

 
Figure 20 – 2011 depth to water data at observation well located near west irrigation well. 
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 Using the 2007 through 2011 observation well data, seven pumping tests were analyzed 

wth Bluff Creek flow (constant head boundary) or Bluff Creek non-flowing (no flow boundary) 

conditions.  (Table 1).  The average transmissivity of these pumping tests was 63,180 gallons per 

day per foot (8446.5 ft²/d) with an average storage coefficient of 0.059 with boundary 

conditions.  Attachments 2 through 8 show the Theis solution hydrographs.   

 

 Table 1 – Summary of pumping tests using observation well data. 

 

From the average transmissivity of 63,180 gallons per day per foot (8446.5 ft²/d) with an 

average storage coefficient of 0.059 derived from the 2007 through 2011 aquifer tests at the 

observation well drawdowns at the upper and lower Bluff Creek monitoring sites from July 12 to 

August 20, 2011can be estimated and compared to observed drawdown. (Figure 21) 

 

 
Figure 21 – 2011 observed drawdowns July 12 to August 20 at upper and lower Bluff Creek monitoring sites 

shown in black and estimated drawdowns shown in blue from observation well tests. 
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Increasing the streambed transmissivity to 91,330 gallons per day per foot (12,210 ft²/d)  

appears to provide better agreement to observed data especially during the later portion of the 

test period.  (Figure 22) 

 

 
Figure 22 – 2011 observed drawdowns July 12 to August 20 at upper and lower Bluff Creek monitoring sites 

shown in black and estimated drawdowns shown in blue with assumed greater transmissivity. 
 

Three stockwatering holes were dug by Dan Rich as trickle streamflow, spring flow and 

pools of water were completely depleted in 2010 and 2011.  Continued nearby groundwater 

pumping lowered the water level in the stockwatering holes such that little or no water remained 

for his cattle.  A photograph was taken at the lower stockwatering hole nearest 2875 on October 

26, 2010 and again on June 19, 2012.  Field staff estimated the stockwatering hole had been dug 

about 4 feet below streambed.  In October, 2010, after irrigation well pumping had ended for the 

year, field staff estimated that the stockwatering hole was 2 feet deep.  (Figure 23).  By June 

2012 the stockwatering hole had to be deepened because groundwater levels had declined.  

(Figure 24).   
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Figure 23 – October 26, 2010 photo showing groundwater remaining at the lower water hole dug by Dan Rich 

in the streambed of Bluff Creek to access water for vested Water Right, File No. CA 2-5 for his cattle. 

 

 
Figure 24 – June 19, 2012 photo showing groundwater depletion of the lower water hole shown in Figure 23 

leaving no water for vested Water Right, File No. CA 2-5 for Dan Rich’s cattle. 
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It appears that drawdown along Bluff Creek at three stockwatering holes dug by Dan 

Rich can be estimated using the Theis solution and a transmissivity of 91,330 gallons per day per 

foot (12,210 ft²/d) and a storage coefficient of 0.059  as in Figure 22.  Drawdown at the three 

stockwatering holes is estimated for the 38 day pumping period in 2011starting July 12 in Figure 

25.  

 

 
Figure 25 – Groundwater decline at upper, middle and lower Dan Rich water holes in Bluff Creek due to 

groundwater pumping for 38 day period starting July 12, 2011. 
 

Operating the nearby junior wells at the same time and at their respective authorized 

pumping rates appears to drawdown the nearest stockwatering hole in Bluff Creek about 2.8 feet.  

Figure 26 shows an estimated drawdown of about 2.8 feet between week 8 and week 10 of 

continuous pumping (56 days to 70 days pumpping).  The model shows drawdown at each 

stockwatering hole caused by 2875 pumping the authorized rate of 430 gallons per minute, 

16,860 pumping the authorized rate of 355 gallons per minute, and the feedlot supply well 

39,368 pumping the authorized rate of 285 gallons per minute.  All three wells are simulated to 

start pumping at the same time and pump all of their respective authorized.  Figure 27 shows 

drawdown at the three stockwatering holes if only 39,368 and 2875 were pumping.  Pumping 

only these two wells appears to be nearly ½ foot less drawdown at the water holes.  If only the 

feedlot supply well 39,368 was pumping, total drawdown may be reduced to less than one foot 

by the end of the same 10 week period.  (Figure 28)   
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Figure 26 – Groundwater decline at upper, middle and lower Dan Rich water holes in Bluff Creek due to 

groundwater pumping authorized rates 430 gpm, 355 gpm, and 285 gpm from west irrigation well, east 

irrigation well, and feedlot supply well, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 27 – Groundwater decline at upper, middle and lower Dan Rich water holes in Bluff Creek due to 

groundwater pumping authorized rates 430 gpm and 285 gpm from west irrigation well and feedlot supply 

well, respectively. 
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Figure 28 – Groundwater decline at upper, middle and lower Dan Rich water holes in Bluff Creek due to 

groundwater pumping authorized rate 285 gpm from only the feedlot supply well. 
 

Drawdown less than 1foot at the three water holes may be possible when more than one 

well is pumping if the pumping times are varied.  For example, it appears that if the feedlot 

supply well and east irrigation well are not pumped at the same time, a 1 foot decline will not be 

reached as long as the west irigation well is not pumping.  In Figure 29 it also appears that 

drawdown is less than 1 foot as in Figure 28 when the feedlot supply well pumps an equivalent 

12 hours per day while the east irrigation well pumps for three days then is off for three days, 

repeatedly.  

 

 
Figure 29 – Groundwater decline at upper, middle and lower water holes is similar to Figure 28 when feedlot 

well pumps half of the daily pumping time and the east irrigation well pumps three days then does not pump 

for three days, repeatedly. 
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 Table 2 shows analysis results of Bluff Creek stream depletion due to pumping the 

feedlot well File No. 39368 for 365 days limited by the authorized quantity of about 211 acre-

feet (68.75 million gallons) and pumping the irrigation wells 2875 and 16860 at their respective 

authorized rates of 430 gallons per minute and 355 gallons per minute and their respective 

quantities of 132 and 81 acre-feet.  At 365 days about 167 acre-feet of the 39,368’s quantity is 

from stream depletion of Bluff Creek.  About 125 acre-feet of 2875’s authorized quantity is from 

Bluff Creek stream depletion.  About 74 acre-feet of 16,860’s quantity is from Bluff Creek 

stream depletion.  From the total amount of 366.54 acre-feet of Bluff Creek stream depletion 

about 46% is from the feedlot well pumping, 34% is from the closest irrigation well to Bluff 

Creek and 20% is from the other irrigation well. 

 

Dan Rich Impairment Complaint, Jenkins Streamflow Depletion
(1)

 

T = 91330 gpd/ft (12210 ft
2
/d), S = 0.059 

File 

No. 

Distance 

to 

stream 

(ft) 

Authorized 

Pumping 

Rate (gpm) 

Authorized 

Quantity 

(AF) 

Pumping 

Time 

(days) 

Effective 

Pumping 

Rate 

(gpm) 

Volume 

of 

Stream 

Depletion 

(AF) 

after 365 

Days 

Fraction 

of Total 

Stream 

Depletion 

2875 725 430 132 69.46436 430 125.46 0.34 

16860 1300 355 81 51.63132 355 73.92 0.20 

39368 1750 285 210.986003 365 130.8029 167.16 0.46 

     Total 366.54  

Table 2 – Stream depletion analysis results of pumping the feedlot well and the two irrigation wells. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The Division installed appropriate water level monitoring equipment over a time period 

that was conducive to determining, with a high degree of confidence, that pumping one or more 

of the nearby junior wells depletes or prevents streamflow in Bluff Creek such that it directly 

interferes with the source of supply for senior vested Water Right, File No. CA 2-5. 

 
(1)

 Computation of Rate and Volume of Stream Depletion by Wells, C.T. Jenkins, Techniques of Water-

Resources Investigations of the United States Geological Survey, Chapter D1, Book 4, Hydrologic Analysis 

and Interpretation, 1968. 
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ATTACHMENTS 1 THROUGH 12 

  

Attachment 1 is the impairment complaint letter of Danny Rich dated January 16, 2006 

and received at the Stafford Field Office on January 19. 

Attachments 2 through 8 summarize analysis of the pumping tests using the observation 

well data.  The pumping rate for the west irrigation well was estimated at 620 gallons per minute 

for the pumping periods in 2007, 2008, 2009, and most of 2010 based on water meter reading 

information and pumping times in 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010.  A working meter was not 

installed in 2007 so 620 gallons per minute was assumed based on electric motor operation and 

later meter readings and pumping time data that showed 620 gallons per minute.  Meter readings 

and pumping times late in 2010 resulted in 627 gallons per minute and in 2011 rates ranged from 

about 500 to 600 gallons per minute.  It was assumed that the feedlot supply well was pumped 

continuously for all pumping tests.  The rate assumed was 280 gallons per minute for 2007, late 

2008, late 2009, 2010,and 2011.  It appears that 280 gallons per minute continous pumping of the 

feedlot supply well produces drawdown near the observation well about the same as alternately 

pumping the feedlot supply well and the east irrigation well.  The rates assumed for early 2008 

and early 2009 were about 140 gallons per minute during the test periods which were times when 

the east irrigation well would not be operating.  

Attachments 9 through 12 are four well driller logs that are available for the well located 

in the impairment investigation area.  
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Attachment 1 – Danny Rich Complaint letter January 16, 2006 received on January 19, 2006. 
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Attachment 2 – Analysis of pumping test data for 2007. 

 

  

 
Constant head boundary is from X Location:  1994.7264 ft Y Location:  -839.8848 ft 

                 to X Location:  -5016.3432 ft Y Location:  -767.7072 ft 

  

PUMPING WELL DATA

No. of pumping wells:  2

Pumping Well No. 1:  2875

X Location:  118.1088 ft
Y Location:  32.808 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  18

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 620. 57.96 620. 76.69 620.
3.208 0. 59.17 0. 76.94 0.
40.71 620. 65.77 620. 87.65 620.
44.56 0. 71.56 0. 87.67 0.
51.54 620. 71.83 620. 90.73 620.
54.83 0. 73.98 0. 93.88 0.

Pumping Well No. 2:  39368

X Location:  -108.2664 ft
Y Location:  1407.4632 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  1

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 280.
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Attachment 3 – Analysis of early 75 day pumping test for 2008. 

 

 

 
Constant head boundary is from X Location:  1994.7264 ft Y Location:  -839.8848 ft 

                 to X Location:  -5016.3432 ft Y Location:  -767.7072 ft 

  

PUMPING WELL DATA

No. of pumping wells:  2

Pumping Well No. 1:  2875

X Location:  118.1088 ft
Y Location:  32.808 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  16

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 620. 45.15 620. 72.02 620.
0.6042 0. 45.17 0. 73.44 0.
24.02 620. 45.38 620. 75.4 620.
26.5 0. 47.83 0. 75.42 0.
28. 620. 70.54 620.

30.46 0. 70.56 0.

Pumping Well No. 2:  39368

X Location:  -108.2664 ft
Y Location:  1407.4632 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  3

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 139.9 26. 132.9 56. 159.7
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Attachment 4 – Analysis of later 110 day pumping test for 2008. 
 

 

 
No flow boundary is from X Location:  1994.7264 ft Y Location:  -839.8848 ft 

       to X Location:  -5016.3432 ft Y Location:  -767.7072 ft 

  

PUMPING WELL DATA

No. of pumping wells:  2

Pumping Well No. 1:  2875

X Location:  118.1088 ft
Y Location:  32.808 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  14

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 620. 6.875 0. 97.83 620.
0.9167 0. 29.1 620. 100.7 0.
1.208 620. 37.04 0. 155.7 620.
2.75 0. 41.6 620. 155.7 0.
4.604 620. 51.96 0.

Pumping Well No. 2:  39368

X Location:  -108.2664 ft
Y Location:  1407.4632 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  1

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 280.
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Attachment 5 – Analysis of early 49 day pumping test for 2009. 

 

 

 
Constant head boundary is from X Location:  1994.7264 ft Y Location:  -839.8848 ft 

                 to X Location:  -5016.3432 ft Y Location:  -767.7072 ft 

  

PUMPING WELL DATA

No. of pumping wells:  2

Pumping Well No. 1:  2875

X Location:  118.1088 ft
Y Location:  32.808 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  14

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 620.7 3.104 0. 9.167 620.7
0.4167 0. 3.167 620.7 9.188 0.
2.146 620.7 3.375 0. 46.19 620.7
2.417 0. 5.125 620.7 47.65 0.
3.083 620.7 6.354 0.

Pumping Well No. 2:  39368

X Location:  -108.2664 ft
Y Location:  1407.4632 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  2

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 136. 30. 158.4
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Attachment 6 – Analysis of later 42 day pumping test for 2009. 

 

 

 
No flow boundary is from X Location:  1994.7264 ft Y Location:  -839.8848 ft 

       to X Location:  -5016.3432 ft Y Location:  -767.7072 ft 

  

PUMPING WELL DATA

No. of pumping wells:  2

Pumping Well No. 1:  2875

X Location:  118.1088 ft
Y Location:  32.808 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  8

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 619.6 33.35 0. 40.08 619.6
5. 0. 35.81 619.6 42.52 0.

32.56 619.6 39.96 0.

Pumping Well No. 2:  39368

X Location:  -108.2664 ft
Y Location:  1407.4632 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  2

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 280. 43. 0.
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Attachment 7 – Analysis of 120 day pumping test for 2010. 

 

 

 
No flow boundary is from X Location:  1994.7264 ft Y Location:  -839.8848 ft 

       to X Location:  -5016.3432 ft Y Location:  -767.7072 ft 

  

PUMPING WELL DATA

No. of pumping wells:  2

Pumping Well No. 1:  2875

X Location:  118.1088 ft
Y Location:  32.808 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  50

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 620. 32.35 0. 75.13 620.
4.625 0. 41.38 620. 76.75 0.
5.375 620. 46.35 0. 77.88 620.
5.417 0. 48.33 620. 78.25 0.
5.833 620. 49.96 0. 95.31 620.
9.875 0. 51.15 620. 95.85 0.
11.19 620. 52.77 0. 108.2 627.
13.27 0. 54.17 620. 108.2 0.
18.06 620. 55.81 0. 108.3 627.
18.21 0. 56.21 620. 108.9 0.
18.31 620. 57.85 0. 110.1 627.
19.06 0. 59.19 620. 111.2 0.
20.85 620. 59.98 0. 111.9 627.
22.48 0. 64.17 620. 113.9 0.
23.83 620. 65.54 0. 118. 627.
25.42 0. 70.92 620. 118.5 0.
29.08 620. 71.94 0.

Pumping Well No. 2:  39368

X Location:  -108.2664 ft
Y Location:  1407.4632 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  1

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 280.
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Attachment 8 – Analysis of 120 day pumping test for 2011. 

 

 

 

 
Constant head boundary is from X Location:  1994.7264 ft Y Location:  -839.8848 ft 

                 to X Location:  -5016.3432 ft Y Location:  -767.7072 ft 

  

Pumping Well No. 1:  2875

X Location:  118.1088 ft
Y Location:  32.808 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  78

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min) Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 605.4 40.06 605.4 70.88 594.7
1.875 0. 41.83 0. 71.98 0.
4.042 605.4 44.06 594.7 72.6 594.7
5.854 0. 45.83 0. 73.21 0.
6.083 605.4 46.83 594.7 75.71 594.7
7.854 0. 48. 0. 75.81 603.
8.063 605.4 51.75 594.7 75.83 506.
8.542 0. 53.52 0. 76.75 0.
8.604 605.4 54.02 594.7 76.79 506.
8.854 0. 55.83 0. 76.88 0.
9.063 605.4 58.04 594.7 77.54 506.
9.854 0. 59.75 0. 78.98 0.
10.02 605.4 62.92 594.7 79. 506.
13.75 0. 64.67 0. 79.58 0.
15.44 605.4 64.96 594.7 79.83 506.
19.85 0. 65.04 0. 80.1 0.
20.81 605.4 65.52 594.7 102. 506.
20.85 0. 65.77 0. 102.5 0.
22.98 605.4 65.98 594.7 102.5 506.
25.17 0. 67.02 0. 103.4 0.
28.65 605.4 67.08 594.7 110.6 506.
34.15 0. 67.67 0. 110.6 0.
34.54 605.4 67.85 594.7 111.1 506.
35.15 0. 68.83 0. 112.8 0.
37. 605.4 69.02 594.7 116.5 506.

38.77 0. 69.65 0. 116.6 0.

Pumping Well No. 2:  39368est

X Location:  -108.2664 ft
Y Location:  1407.4632 ft

Casing Radius:  1. ft
Well Radius:  1. ft

Fully Penetrating Well

No. of pumping periods:  1

Pumping Period Data
Time (day) Rate (gal/min)

0. 280.
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Attachment 9 – Well driller log for feedlot supply well 
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Attachment 10 – Well driller log for Dan Rich lawn and garden well next to the off-stream groundwater pond 
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Attachment 11 – Well driller log for Dan Rich new house well drilled in 1999.  Dan Rich said the well is 

drilled to “Red Beds”. 
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Attachment 12 – Well driller for old house well reconstructed in 1980. 
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